COME TAKE A WALK WITH ME
PART I
How To Get Outside

- turn right
- step out of the room
- turn right

- try first
- go

- go outside
- take a deep breath
Look up from where you are
At the left window on the 3rd floor
What do you see
behind the glass?

☐ A dragon

☐ A phoenix
If you get to meet that mannequin
From the old building across the street
She sits between two plants
Ask her a question
She will keep it a secret
Find a comfortable spot facing the street

Make yourself a cup of tea

Count the number of ambulances

that go by

in an entire day
Rainbow Project

Please do the following activity on a sunny day

1. Find a spot where light shines through glass

2. Look for rainbow reflections
   on the ground
   on the walls
   on someone’s body

3. Paint them down

4. Make all rainbows stay permanently where they are
When it gets warm out
Let’s go to the rooftop pool
One thing worth noticing
You need to fit your body
into that W shape
What is he looking at?
PART II
How To Get Outside II
Photograph Project

1. Stare at the big photograph for 20 minutes
2. Find out where it was taken
3. Travel there
4. Close your eyes
5. Fit yourself in
6. Go back and check if you became part of the photograph
- Have you seen the stairs that stop out of nowhere?
Atrium Symphony

[In Early Afternoon]
How To Forget About Time

1. Think of a time you did not like
2. Forget about it
3. Find everyone who agrees that it was a bad time
4. Ask them to tell everyone they know
5. Everyone forgets about it
6. That time disappears from history
Please write a symphony score

With the orchestra shown above
if you collected raindrops
please do not
throw them away
spell them into
a song
or your favorite dream
Thank you for your participation.

谢谢参与